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TODDA treatment and care methods are unique and 
individually tailored  to each client according to the  

needs and  professional diagnosis

TODDA operates a network of professional clinics in 
several countries, an element  that gives the company
proven experience, professionalism,  continuous and 

endless improvement of standards and qualities

Upon purchasing the first product, customers join a unique

VIP customer club that provides discounts, bonuses, gifts 
and most importantly professional knowledge for the 

success of the process

TODDA laboratories  here for you for a beauty 

winning process

Anti-aging way of life Sitting on a real decision, 
professionalism, perseverance in the process 
and a positive attitude.

Anti-aging way of life Sitting on a real decision, 

TODDA 

individually tailored  to each client according to the  

TODDA products are marketed in medical clinics, professional 
care centers, beauty boutiques and concept stores 
exclusive to TODDA

TODDA customers purchase the products  again and  again 
and enjoy amazing results on the facial skin

TODDA products come in unique pressure  packages to 
keep the active ingredients fresh until the last drop

TODDA is an international Israeli / Monaco laboratory with a 

cumulative experience of more than 3 decades, the company

specializes in the development of ground breaking products 

and is in collaboration  with international laboratories, doctors,

researchers and academic institutions in the 

field of health and beauty
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WELCOME TO TODDA, YOUR GATEWAY

TO THE WORLD OF BEAUTY  



ELIXIR PRO

is a clinical professional care series from TODDA Laboratories 

based on only natural active ingredients, proven technological patents, 

clinical studies,  plant extracts active long peptides 

combined with unique  formulas for the: Elixir Pro series

ELIXIR PRO

is a professional home care treatment  tailored made 

for each  client. Get to know your daily grooming routine!

ELIXIR PRO

is considered a breakthrough in the field of anti-aging and is 
considered the  high end of the beauty industry.

THE ELIXIR PRO SERIES

The result of years of research, collaboration between the leading laboratories in 

France, Israel and Asia TODDA Laboratories is proud to present  the

Elixir Pro series A  groundbreaking series  that is considered an industry high end.
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YOUR HOME PRO  ANTI-AGING  TREATMENT



VITAMIN AND MINERAL ADVANCED BOOST SERUM 

A perfect complex of vitamins, multi-minerals, antioxidants, hyaluronic acid, essential oils 

and active long peptides.

Technological Patents: SEPITONIC M3, ASCORBYL TETRAISOPALMITATE which were put 

together into a concentrated and powerful serum that fights skin aging, encourages the 
development of new skin  cells and gives the skin the nourishment it needs.The serum is part 
of the Elixir Pro treatment and the result: a healthy, taut, firm, glowing and fresh appearance. 

you throughout the day!

USER MANUAL:

Apply every morning on a clean face before day cream from the Elixir series.

THE SERUM THAT PROTECTS AND ACCOMPANIES YOU 

 THROUGHOUT THE DAY!

ELIXIR PRO
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ELIXIR PRO ADVANCED REPAIR 
YOUTH MULTI ACTIVE DAY CREAM 

Facial cream for daily use, containing active ingredients:
VERONICA OFFICINALIS, SALIVA, NIACINAMIDE, MAGNESIUM ASCORBYL

Technological Patents: MATRIXYL 3000, IDEAL LIFT.
Rich in moisture, specially developed to help reduce the appearance of signs of 
age, effectively firms the skin, improves its structure and appearance, smooths 
wrinkles and slows down the skin aging process.A unique combination of plant 
extracts, seaweed, peptides and amino acids that help to restore and firm the skin, 
support the collagen and elastin production process, for an elastic and healthy 
looking skin.Hyaluronic acid provides and maintains the skin's natural moisture. 
Vitamin E, antioxidants (antioxidants), which provide protection to the skin against 
climate and environmental damage. Vitamins B3, B5 and C help to calm the skin 

and show an even skin tone.

USER MANUAL:

Apply every morning after vitamin serum from the Elixir Pro series.

YOUR SKIN WILL LOOK WONDERFUL EVERY DAY !

ELIXIR PRO
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ELIXIR REVITALIZING AMINO ACID REPAIR YOUTH

 COCKTAIL SERUM

An active and powerful serum characterized by the ability to instantly restore the skin's 
aqueous layer, a serum that helps smooth wrinkles, removes the signs of age and dryness, 

improves the texture and makes it look young and firm.

The serum is produced using a unique technology with hyaluronic acid, a complex of eight 
active amino acids that are absorbed by the cells over time and encourage the production of 

collagen and elastin.

The serum is part of the Elixir Pro series and contains: amino acid complex, stable vitamin C 
that does not oxidize, spirulina algae extract, antioxidants, shea butter and hyaluronic acid.

USER MANUAL:

Apply to a clean face every evening before night cream from the Elixir series.

THE  SERUM THAT TAKES YEARS OFF YOUR AGE !

ELIXIR PRO
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ELIXIR PRO OVERNIGHT SKIN REPAIR 
MULTI ACTIVE CORRECTIVE CREAM. 

rich containing active ingredients: MELISSA OFFICINALIS, CAMOMILE BABONG, CENTELLA 

ASIATICA, SHEA BUTTER Combined with technological patents: MATRIXYL 3000, LIPO CARE.

Contains: vitamins, plant extracts, natural oils that provide optimal nourishment to the skin, 
antioxidants (antioxidants), amino acid glycine and hyaluronic acid help to maintain the 
skin's natural moisture balance, for elastic and flexible skin in combination with peptides 
that support skin firming, to reduce the appearance of wrinkles and fine lines and prevent 

aging Premature facial skin. For the appearance of skin that is taut and full of vitality.

USER MANUAL:

Apply every night after amino acid serum from the Elixir Pro series.

THE CREAM THAT WORKS FOR YOU WHILE YOU SLEEP!

ELIXIR PRO
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ELIXIR DAY & NIGHT EYE CONTOUR SERUM

The revolutionary development from TODDA Labs!4 technological patents - 1 serum! Provides 
intense and particularly powerful nourishment to the eye area. The therapeutic serum 
includes a wonderful complex of patented components entrusted with restoring the delicate 
skin of the eyes.The unique complex nourishes and restores the eye area, smoothes the bags, 
lifts the wrinkles, lightens darkness/black spots and opens the eye, all this in one perfect 

serum!

The Serum Contains Patents: GATULINE AGE DEFENSE, MDI COMPLEX, MATRIXYL 3000,Those 
who treat signs of fatigue, drooping of the eye, wrinkles and fine lines, the sadness and 
brightening of the eye area. development of new skin  cells and gives the skin the nourishment 
it needs.The serum is part of the Elixir Pro treatment and the result: a healthy, taut, firm, 

glowing and fresh appearance.you throughout the day!

USER MANUAL:

Apply morning and evening around the eyes with light patting until maximum absorption 
before eye cream from the Elixir Pro series.

GLOWING EYES EVERY DAY!

ELIXIR PRO
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EYE REPAIR CREAM.

The perfect combination with an eye serum, therapeutic restorative eye cream for morning 
and evening treatment, apply after eye serum, the cream contains active ingredients and 
technological patents, the unique complex nourishes and restores the eye area, smooths 
the bags, lifts the wrinkles, lightens darkness/blackheads and opens the eye, All this in one 
perfect cream!The cream is quickly absorbed and gives a young and taut look around the 

eyes, a cream that provides intense moisture throughout the day and night.

Technological Patents: The cream contains 4 unique patents. GATULINE AGE DEFENSE, MDI 

COMPLEX, MATRIXYL 3000, The cream is part of the unique Elixir series.

USER MANUAL:

Apply morning and evening around the eyes after an eye serum from the Elixir Pro series.

 THE CREAM THAT MAKES YOUR EYES YOUNG AND HAPPY !

ELIXIR PRO
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NON INVASIVE NATURAL LIFTING BT-X! 

Everyone will ask you what you did to your face!

Do you have an event? Wedding? Bar Mitzvah? Conference? Seminar? Party? Weekend? Date? 
Put some from the syringe and just see a dream! Wrinkles around the eyes? Wrinkles on the 
face? Wrinkles on the forehead? Sagging facial skin? Darkness around the eyes? Eye bags? no 
more! no more! no more!Put a little of the cream in the syringe and everything disappears 

for up to 12 hours, you will see results in a few minutes.
 

A unique combination of a proven formula and active ingredients to obtain a youthful 
appearance by stretching the skin, together with plant extracts from nature, peptides and 
amino acids, which help restore the skin and support collagen production to reduce the 
appearance of wrinkles, for a youthful and vibrant skin.The cream is intended for the eye 
and face area, it also treats forehead wrinkles and gives facial skin a lift, the cream removes 

darkness around the eyes and pigmentation spots in the face. 

YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL AT EVERY EVENT - FOR THE DURATION OF THE EVENT!

ELIXIR PRO
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INSTANT EYE AND FACE LIFT!

10 years less - in 10 minutes - to 10 hours!

A revolutionary product for daily use to eliminate the appearance of bags and wrinkles around 

the eyes and face. A unique combination of a proven formula and active ingredients to obtain a 

youthful appearance by stretching the skin, together with plant extracts from nature, peptides 

and amino acids, which help restore the skin and support collagen production to reduce the 

appearance of wrinkles, for a youthful appearance. and full of vitality.

 The cream is intended for the eye and face area, also treats wrinkles on the forehead and provides 

lifting to the facial skin, cream removes darkness around the eyes and pigmentation spots on the face.

 The cream is very concentrated, so a very small amount is used in each treatment, the cream 

gives a feeling of moisture for a natural and taut look for the whole day, you can apply makeup 

on a powder make-up cream.

 10 IS YOUR NUMBER!

ELIXIR PRO
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WELCOME

TO THE 

WORLD 

OF OUR

BEAUTY

HOME

DEVICE.
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BEAUTY HOME DEVICE



REVOLUTIONARY SKIN CARE SYSTEM!

Nice to meet EXCELLENCE GOLD 24K, a revolutionary home device.EXCELLENCE GOLD 24K 

medical, non-invasive and revolutionary anti-aging device that encourages the production 

of collagen and elastin.

This technology helps to treat wrinkles, expression lines in addition contributes to the 

uniformity of the skin tone facial, reducing wide pores or even just to improve the overall 

appearance of the facial skin and body. The technologies, in case you were wondering, are 

Light Therapy and infrared technology, which is known all over the world, mainly professional 

devices in clinics and clinics, and is now also available for home use of the highest quality. 

The use of technologies helps to achieve the same desirable indices of collagen and elastin, 

which are necessary to achieve good results at the end of the process. The Excellence Gold 

24K  device is a medical, non-invasive and revolutionary anti-aging device that encourages 

the production of collagen and elastin and contributes to the treatment of wrinkles, wide 

pores, expression lines and uneven skin tone. A 12-month study conducted and published 

at Harvard University in the US, 90% of participants reported improvement of their skin 

condition resulting from the use of technology.

FDA recognized medical device technologies for CLASS II standard and is recommended by 

dermatologists. The results of the Excellence Gold 24K visibility from the first treatment 

thanks to easy and convenient use due to a unique human engineering for Excellence Gold 

24K, all without invasive operations, various injections or other 

painful matters. The device is suitable for all skin types for sensitive skin, Excellence Gold 

does not cause  side effects or allergies.

EXCELLENCE GOLD
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENT 

RESULTS FROM USING ANTI-AGING DEVICES?

We already know that. But the great news is that it can now be done at home, by ourselves, in 

our free time, and without pain. Important information: Clinical studies show that only daily 
professional home care He is the one who produces results long-term.

"To look and feel good is not a recommendation - a moral obligation"!

PROVEN BENEFITS CLINICAL STUDIES OF EXCELLENCE GOLD 24K!

E-G 24K technology  penetrates up to 3-5 micro millimeters thanks to a combination 
oftechnologies and ionic magnetic lead helps in the production of collagen and elastin cells 
in the facial area. Technologies help to activate the skin cells around the face quickly and 
restore skin rejuvenation, the E-G 24K   works in a combination of vibration / massage, heat 
and cold.  wHigh-vibration massage helps to revitalize the skin, relieve fatigue, help the skin 
remove toxins, help skin excrete toxins, The E-G 24K  works in high vibration at a frequency 

of more than 9000 rpm, can soften the cosmetic residue in pores, grease, black spots.

The E-G 24K  works in high vibration helps to facilitate the secretion of fat, acne, removing 
deep blacks, pimples and bacteria, removing cosmetic residue to prevent the formation of  

blackheads, and spots.

The EXCELLENCE GOLD 24K works in high vibration and helps to improve the shine, moisture 
and elasticity, activates hyperplasia of collagen in the skin, effectively prevents wrinkles, 

and the phenomenon of solid skin fallout.

EXCELLENCE GOLD
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EXCELLENCE GOLD 24K

A   TECHNOLOGICAL DEVICE FOR HOME PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT. 

A study by a Japanese professor shows that when the skin reaches a temperature of 42 ° it 
helps to produce HSP proteins, repair the skin cells and strengthen the structure of the skin, 

preventing the formation of wrinkles.

The E-G 24K  works with a heat vibration of 42 ° and helps to expand the pores, making 
the deep cleansing is comfortable, Working with a E-G 24K  on 42 degree vibration / heat 
stimulates blood flow so that the pores open, can help the skin Absorb the active ingredients, 

which are present in the combined preparations.

The E-G 24K works on vibration / cold of up to 6 degrees and helps the skin firmness, maintain 
elasticity, and prevent allergies and other problems. Working with vibration / cold helps 
shrink pores, give a silky texture, lock in moisture and to reduce wrinkles, the device works 

on 3 types of LED and infrared.

EXCELLENCE GOLD
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Bio red light: wavelength 750-625 ± -22LEDS (3nm:) Whitening and brightening pigmentation, 
gives skin elasticity and corrects wrinkles, restores damaged skin, treats wrinkles, tightens 
pores and gives smooth skin texture, helps produce collagen protein, The red light helps 

smooth out post-acne scars.

Bio Blue Light: Wavelength 650 - 465 ± 22 LEDS (3nm:) Reduces inflammation, kills bacteria 
and propionibacterium action, removes acne and scars, helps soothe oily and irritated skin, 

fights free radicals, each treatment ends with the blue light.

Bio Green Lights:  Wavelength 650 - 525 22LEDS (3nm:) Affects neutralization, balance and 
sedation. It can relieve stress, useful in the elimination of edema. Helps strengthen the facial 
muscle, we must remember that the face does not do sports and the muscles weaken. The 
green light helps Firming facial skin, helps to tone the face with certain work movements, 

helps lighten the texture of the facial skin.

The E-G 24K helps in the introduction  of active ingredients found in customized preparations 
of TODDA Laboratories.

The E-G 24K  helps to break down melanin and lighten dark  circles / blacks around
 the eyes.

EXCELLENCE GOLD
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EXCELLENCE - PREMIUM

5  technologies - 2  heads of work - 1  revolutionary device.
BIO WAVEַ & LED THERAPY & INFRA RED & EMS & RF  based on Artificial Intelligence.

A combined RF & EMS phototherapy device for professional home treatment in the face 
area is patent protected! TODDA Laboratories is proud to present its latest development, a 
breakthrough Technology for anti-aging treatment. At the end of a development and research 
process that lasted over five years, the company's experts, marketed in a large number of 
countries, achieved a professional home device that is capable of providing immediate and 

long-term results.

 EMS: ELECTRIC MUSCLE STIMULATION

If you haven't heard of EMS  technology yet, it's time to catch up .The future is already here 
and it is simple, convenient, shortens processes and fulfills dreams, to be more beautiful 

than ever!

THE TECHNOLOGY:

EMS: Electric Muscle Stimulation is actually electrical facial muscle stimulation.It all started 
at NASA, in space there is no gravity which caused the muscles of the astronauts to sag, 
therefore they developed an EMS suit which 20 minutes of training is like two hours of normal 

training.

Our faces don't do sports and the facial muscles degenerate and turn into fat. The EXCELLENCE 

PREMIUM device stimulates the facial and neck muscles during the home treatment and 
accelerates the process of breaking down fat and building facial muscles.EMS technology 
is marketwed and famous in the world by many athletes and celebrities such as Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Beyoncé, Kardashian and others.

EXCELLENCE PREMIUM
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RF: RADIO WAVES RADIO FREQUENCY

What is RF radio wave technology? Technology based on bipolar radio waves that produce 
an electric current. The electric current encounters tissue resistance, which is converted 
into heat energy - the more tissue resistance there is, the higher the heat energy. which 
penetrates the inner layers of the skin. This energy stimulates the production process of 
collagen which is responsible for firming the skin's elasticity in a process called Remodeling, 
which helps reduce the appearance of new and existing wrinkles while firming and improving 
the appearance of the facial skin. During the treatment, TODDA radio wave conductive serum 

should be applied in order to allow energy to penetrate the skin in anoptimal way.

WHY CHOOSE AN RF-BASED EXCELLENCE-PREMIUM HOME DEVICE?

Biomimetic sub-tissue heating that encourages the regeneration of fibroblastic cells 
(responsible for firming the skin) for the synthesis and production of new collagen. Contraction 
of hydrogen bonds, condensation and structural change of collagen and elastin triple coils 

(fibers).

RF technology helps the thickening of the dermis, maintaining a long-term moisture balance, 
introducing long active antioxidant peptides. Affects the deep layers of the skin quickly 
through a minimally controlled injury to the skin that stimulates self-healing and renewal 
processes. (The brain recognizes the injury and gives orders to the good soldiers to go out 

and heal the irritated place).

The EXCELLENCE PREMIUM device is a perfect home device for anti-aging treatments! 
Most other technologies manage to have an effect only after a period of use. Through the 
revolutionary home treatment with E-P you will discover the variety of treatments and the 

advantages of technology.

EXCELLENCE PREMIUMEXCELLENCE PREMIUM
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-The E-P  device helps renew and firm the skin.

-The E-P  device helps to improve blood circulation and metabolism.

-The E-P  device helps renew and firm the skin.

-The E-P  device helps to improve blood circulation and metabolism.

-The E-P  device helps in thickening the dermis, maintaining moisture balance.

-The E-P  device helps in the introduction of active substances, active long peptides and 
technological patents.

-The E-P  device treats cellulite and skin rejuvenation.

-The E-P  device penetrates the dermis, creates biomimetic heating, and encourages higher 
quality collagen production thanks to the RF technology.

-The E-P  device treats a wide variety of anti-aging and skin rejuvenation treatments.

-The E-P  device improves the elasticity of the skin, brings balance and comparison between 
the skin tones and gives a uniform texture and color to the facial skin. (brightening age and 
sun spots).

-The E-P  device significantly improves blood circulation, and reduces the appearance of 
wrinkles in the eye area as well, including bags and dark circles around the eyes.

EXCELLENCE PREMIUM
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ESSENTIAL   AND   IMPORTANT  INFORMATION!

The EXCELLENCE PREMIUM device is a skin tightening device based on RF 

(Radio Frequency) technology.

These waves result in heating and microscopic injury, after which healing processes begin 
to occur in the skin, ending in the production of new collagen. Steps in the process After the 
blood clots, the immune system sends scavenger cells to remove the dead cells. Later, in 
order to regulate the matrix cells, (the cells responsible for firming the skin), and create the 
connective tissue(collagen and elastin network) by growth factors. process, young fibroblast 
cells (flexible and elastic cells) and new blood vessels that penetrate the wound are formed.

This process lasts for 24 hours after the micro injury. About ten hours after the end of the 
regulation of the matrix cells, the process of fibroplasia begins. In this process, collagen is 
created in an increased manner, the production of which reaches its peak within 7 days. At 
the end of the process, the 'Remodeling' takes place, which is the end of the inflammation 
and blood vessel formation processes. The collagen fibers are arranged and its values return 
to being balanced in the body. Also, a device for firming and stretching the skin using RF 
technology presents a unique advantage in that it manages to affect the deep layers of the 
skin, in a relatively short period of time compared to devices that use competing technologies.

EXCELLENCE PREMIUM
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EXCELLENCE - PREMIUM

A medical anti-aging device, non-invasive and revolutionary, which encourages the production 
of collagen and elastin and contributes to the treatment of fine wrinkles, deep wrinkles, wide 

pores, expression lines and skin tone unevenness.

A bipolar radio wave device with a power of 4MH through two working heads specially 
designed to treat the facial area including the area around the eyes, focused working power 

and penetrating 3.5 mm.

WHY USE A PROFESSIONAL HOME DEVICE?

First, the clinical studies proved that only a professional home care routine produces long-
term results. The modern way of life is becoming faster and faster, the resource of time 
has become precious, we are faced with increasing multitasking and the total of all our 
obligations is on the rise. Alongside all this, we strive to maintain a youthful, taut, firm facial 

appearance as well as an even complexion.

EXCELLENCE PREMIUM
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INFRARED & LED THERAPY PROFESSIONAL EYE DEVICE  24K

Proven benefits of the ophthalmic device based on Clinical studies. The device penetrates 
up to 5 micro millimeters thanks to a combination of technologies and ionic magnetic lead 
and helps in the production of collagen and elastin cells around the eyes. The technologies 
help activate the skin cells around the eyes quickly and restore skin rejuvenation. The device 
works in a combination of vibrating / massage, heat and cold. A high-vibration massage 
helps revitalize the skin around the eyes and relieve fatigue, helping the skin to excrete 
toxins, the device works on heat and vibrates to help inject the active ingredients contained 

in the unique serum.

"LIGHT THERAPY"

technology fights against the signs of aging. Signs caused by a loss of collagen elasticity 
which reduces the volume of the skin.The use of the technologies is designed to reduce the 
presence of wrinkles, pigments and fatigue.The device works on the eyelid area and eyebrow 
lifting. LED light therapy (light emitting diode) is a pigmentation / black treatment which 
utilizes the healing effects of light to cure pigmentation problems in the area around the 
eyes. Following NASA's discovery that plants without water and oxygen grew in space, the 
development ofthe device began, which helps us produce the cells responsible for fastening 
Firmness and stretching of the skin. The device helps to break down melanin and lighten 
dark circles / blacks around the eyes, the device offers an alternative skin treatment to fight 

multiple pigmentation problems in the skin around the eyes. 

The device is based on two registered patents:
201530335447 | 201520672667
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 INFRA RED AND LED



THE ONE
Years of research and development, intensive work in clinics with thousands of satisfied 
customers, collaboration of engineers from Israel, Germany and Switzerland, the finest raw 

materials available, 5 leading technologies developed at NASA.

Wellness technology laboratories by TODDA Proud to present

THE ONE

The most advanced home device in the field of anti-aging for professional home care. The 
design department of TODDA laboratories in collaboration with the leading studio in Europe 
presented us with the most beautiful device on the market, The device is designed for the 

client's maximum comfort and to achieve maximum results in the home treatment.

THE ONE

5 technologies - 2 heads of work -THE  1 revolutionary device. BIO WAVEַ & LED THERAPY & 
INFRA RED & EMS & RF based on Artificial Intelligence. A combined RF & EMS phototherapy 

device for professional home treatment in the face area is patent protected!

THE ONE TECHNOLOGY: EMS: ELECTRIC MUSCLE STIMULATION

If you haven't heard of EMS technology yet, it's time to catch up The future is already here 
and it is simple, convenient, shortens processes and fulfills dreams, to be more beautiful 
than ever! The technology - EMS : Electric Muscle Stimulation is actually electrical facial 

muscle stimulation.

It all started at NASA, in space there is no gravity which caused the muscles of the astronauts 
to sag, therefore they developed an EMS suit which 20 minutes of training is like two hours 

of normal training.
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THE ONE



Our faces don't do sports and the facial muscles degenerate and turn into fat. THE ONE  
device stimulates the facial and neck muscles during the home treatment and accelerates 

the process of breaking down fat and building facial muscles.

EMS technology is marketed and famous in the world by many athletes and celebrities such 
as Cristiano Ronaldo, Beyoncé, Kardashian and others.

THE ONE TECHNOLOGY: RF RADIO WAVES RADIO FREQUENCY

What is RF radio wave technology? Technology based on bipolar radio waves that produce 
an electric current. The electric current encounters tissue resistance, which is converted 
into heat energy - the more tissue resistance there is, the higher the heat energy. which 
penetrates the inner layers of the skin. This RF energy stimulates the production process of 
collagen which is responsible for firming the skin's elasticity in a process called Remodeling, 
which helps reduce the appearance of new and existing wrinkles while firming and improving 
the appearance of the facial skin. During the treatment, TODDA radio wave conductive serum 

should be applied in order to allow energy to penetrate the skin in an optimal way.

Biomimetic sub-tissue heating that encourages the regeneration of fibroblastic cells 
(responsible for firming the skin) for the synthesis and production of new collagen. Contraction 
of hydrogen bonds, condensation and structural change of collagen and elastin triple coils 

(fibers).
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THE ONE



WHY CHOOSE AN RF-BASED THE ONE HOME DEVICE?

RF technology helps the thickening of the dermis, maintaining a long-term moisture balance, 
introducing long active antioxidant peptides. Affects the deep layers of the skin quickly 
through a minimally controlled injury to the skin that stimulates self-healing and renewal 
processes. (The brain recognizes the injury and gives orders to the good soldiers to go out 

and heal the irritated place).

The THE ONE  device is a perfect home device for anti-aging treatments!
Most other technologies manage to have an effect only after a period of use.  Through the 
revolutionary home treatment with THE ONE  you will discover the variety of treatments and 

the advantages of technology.

-THE ONE  device helps in the introduction of active substances, active long peptides and 
technological patents.

-THE ONE  device treats cellulite and skin rejuvenation.

-THE ONE  device penetrates the dermis, creates biomimetic heating, and encourages higher 
quality collagen production thanks to the RF technology.

-THE ONE  device treats a wide variety of anti-aging and skin rejuvenation treatments.

-THE ONE device improves the elasticWity of the skin, brings balance and comparison between 
the skin tones and gives a uniform texture and color to the facial skin. (brightening age and 
sun spots).

-THE ONE device significantly improves blood circulation, and reduces the appearance of 
wrinkles in the eye area as well, including bags and dark circles around the eyes.
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THE ONE



ESSENTIAL AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION!

THE ONE device is a skin tightening device based on RF (Radio Frequency) technology.

These waves result in heating and microscopic injury, after which healing processes begin 
to occur in the skin, ending in the production of new collagen. Steps in the process After the 
blood clots, the immune system sends scavenger cells to remove the dead cells. Later, in 
order to regulate the matrix cells, (the cells responsible for firming the skin), and create the 
connective tissue collagen and elastin network) by growth factors. process, young fibroblast 
cells (flexible and elastic cells) and new blood vessels that penetrate the wound are formed.

This process lasts for 24 hours after the micro injury. About ten hours after the end of the 
regulation of the matrix cells, the process of fibroplasia begins. In this process, collagen is 

created in an increased manner, the production of which reaches its peak within 7 days.

At the end of the process, the 'Remodeling' takes place, which is the end of the inflammation 
and blood vessel formation processes. The collagen fibers are arranged and its values   return 
to being balanced in the body. Also, a device for firming and stretching the skin using RF 
technology presents a unique advantage in that it manages to affect the deep layers of the 
skin, in a relatively short period of time compared to devices that use competing technologies.

WHY USETHE ONE A PROFESSIONAL HOME DEVICE?

First, the clinical studies proved that only a professional home care routine produces long-
term results. The modern way of life is becoming faster and faster, the resource of time 
has become precious, we are faced with increasing multitasking and the total of all our 
obligations is on the rise. Alongside all this, we strive to maintain a youthful, taut, firm facial 

appearance as well as an even complexion.
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THE ONE



THE ONE

A medical anti-aging device, non-invasive and revolutionary, which encourages the production 
of collagen and elastin and contributes to the treatment of fine wrinkles, deep wrinkles, wide 

pores, expression lines and skin tone unevenness.

A bipolar radio wave RF  device with a power of 4MH through two working heads specially 
designed to treat the facial area including the area around the eyes, focused working power 

and penetrating 3.5- 4.5mm.

THE ONE   comes with 5 technologies proven by clinical studies, 2 working heads Meaning 
two devices in 1 A winning device. In a 12-month study conducted and published at Harvard 
University in the USA, 90% of the participants reported an improvement in the condition 
of their facial skin as a result of using the technology. The American FDA recognized the 

technology as a CLASS II home medical device and is recommended by dermatologists.

The results of THE ONE   are visible right from the first treatment thanks to easy and convenient 
use and this is due to human engineering unique to THE ONE   All without invasive operations, 
injections of any kind or other painful matters. The device is suitable for all skin types and 
for those with sensitive skin. THE ONE  does not cause side effects or allergies, and comes 

with a five-year warranty.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENT RESULTS FROM USING ANTI-AGING DEVICES?

We already know it is. But the great news is that now it can be done at home, by ourselves, 
in our spare time, and without pain.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

 the clinical studies show that only daily professional home care produces long-term results.
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THE ONE



ULTRASONIC SPA SCRUBBER 24K.

A device with deep cleaning technology that produces 24,000 Hz per second of ultrasonic 
waves effectively. releases clogged pores and activates the skin to remove Dead skin cells, 
without pain Firming and lifting  Microcurrent pulse technology and alternating ultrasound 
helps in increasing collagen regeneration the cells activate the vitality of the cells Advanced 
ion technology.The positive ion helps remove dirt and cleanses the skin in a Deep form it 
speeds up the metabolism in skin cells, softens old keratin, Restores skin elasticity and helps 
maintain a tight and smooth skin feel.The leading function of a negative ion diet aids in 
the breakdown and refinement of such larger molecules as a collagen for massaging and 

supporting your skin for easy absorption of nutrients

BIO BLUE LIGHT:

Wavelength 3nm ± 465: Reduce Inflammation, Kill Bacteria and Acne Propionibacterium,
remove acne and scars, etc, Deep cleaning.

HOW TO USE IT?

Apply the unique cleansing soap brightening cleanser gel instead of serum / oil, Turn on the 
device Select the "Continuous Wave Deep Clean Mode" or "Deep Clean Mode" High Level 
"Third  Hold the unit on the control panel It is recommended to start with "Continuous clean 

wave mode" Rinse face with water after treatment.

EXCELLENCE GOLD
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THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

A revolutionary device based on a global patent developed in South Korea!
The device knows how to take mineral water and turn it into nano technology. 1 to the minus 
12 power. The device provides intensive moisture up to 6 layers in the epidermis. The small 

water molecule as a result of the technology renews up to 6 layers in the epidermis.
The result is intense moisture.

Combining the device with serums or creams helps deep penetration of the active ingredients.
The unique technology turns water into a strong antioxidant that fights free radicals that 
cause skin aging. The device treats problems of bad breath or various skin problems or skin 
allergies. The device is known as a device of the celebs and how to use it is simple, efficient 

and cheap, just put water.

ELIXIR PRO
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PRODUCT BENEFITS

-Glowing and beautiful skin
-Provides deep hydration
-Treats pigmentation and skin lightening
-Fights free radicals
-The water becomes antioxidants
-Treats dry and irritated skin
-Good for bites
-Excellent for skin regeneration after deep peeling treatments, micro plasma, deep 
cosmetic treatments, seborrhea, eye infections, bad breath, odors of sweat, feet, including 
intimate areas,
-People when they have a cold to open the nasal cavities, for full disinfection,
destroys 99 percent of bacteria,
-Those who have lenses makes a refresher for the eyes,
-rebuilds cells, good for diabetics,
-treats acne problems,
-good for the hair area after a hair transplant,
-Helps faster recovery of problem areas.
-The fountain of youth, gives more oxygen to the treated area,

ELIXIR PRO
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LICORICE FOR THE PROBLEMS 
AND HARMS OF DIABETES

An exclusive formula based on the extract of the original licorice plant with the addition of 
a unique blend consisting of alpha lipoic acid, ginkgo biloba, Q10, achilla, green tea, grape 
seeds and more. The miraculous combination of the two formulas has created the amazing 
dietary supplement Licorice D, which provides the perfect solution for treating the harms 
of diabetes. The dietary supplement is considered a revolutionary and unique product for

TODDA, which works to lower blood sugar and improve the quality of life immeasurably.
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 LICORICH D



LICORICE FOR THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

An exclusive formula based on the extract of the original licorice plant with the addition 
of a unique CV blend consisting of Korean ginseng, Murdica, olive leaves, Ashwagandha, 
Rudiola, Gymnama and more. The miraculous combination of the two formulas has created 
the amazing nutritional supplement Licorice CV, which provides the perfect solution for 
treating the damage of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. The wonderful complex 
significantly improves blood circulation, dilates the arteries and lowers the oxidation of 

negative cholesterol.

 THE REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCT, UNIQUE TO TODDA, SIMPLY SAVES LIVES!
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LICORICH VH



THANK YOU 
FOR CHOOSING

TODDA
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"FEELING AND LOOKING GOOD IS NOT A

 RECOMMENDATION - A MORAL OBLIGATION."


